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ABOUT US
•  Quality & High Standards
•  Attractive Prices
•  Superior Customer Service
•  Giving Back Programs

Buck Baits, LLC is a Michigan-based company specializing 
in manufacturing best in class hunting attractants 
and themed products designed to outperform the 
competition.  Our products are rigorously field tested 
and analyzed to ensure that every product meets 
or exceeds established standards and certifications.  
Our commitments ensure the difference between a 
successful outing and going home disappointed.

Not all hunting products are created equal.  In fact, quite 
often most offerings over promise and under deliver. 
At Buck Baits, we believe that when you are out in the 
field, having high-quality at attractive price points will 
most likely affect your level of enjoyment.  Hunting is a 
sport where patience is a virtue.  Timing, precision, and 
understanding of your surroundings are critical traits of 
a great hunt.  At Buck Baits, we use these same critical 
characteristics to manufacture our products.

Lastly, our company also believes in giving back to the 
community, which is why a portion of proceeds from 
each product sold is donated back to sponsorship’s and 
charitable organizations that focus on aiding hunters 
with disabilities, educating future hunters and wild game 
sustainability programs throughout North America.

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-27881
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Buck Baits, LLC is an Archery Trade Association (ATA) Deer 
Protection Program Manufacturer Participant

The ATA and its scent manufacturing members are fully committed to 
helping the state wildlife agencies maintain healthy wild deer herds.  To 
that end, the ATA and its scent manufacturing members have worked with 
the state wildlife agencies and key CWD and wildlife disease experts to 
create an industry initiative that is intended to help minimize any potential 
spread of CWD through the use of cervid urine-based scent products.

The ATA worked with, and followed the guidance of, the experts and the 
agencies to develop the ATA Deer Protection Program.  In ATA’s view, this 
program goes well-beyond the current USDA and State regulations related 
to CWD testing.  In particular, the ATA program requires participating 
urine producing facilities who supply the ATA participating scent 
manufacturers to:

1. Provide increased herd monitoring to ensure that animal testing is more 
thorough.

2. Close their herds to importation of animals and severely restrict the 
export of live animals in an effort to subject all animals to the required 
testing.

3. Double fence in CWD outbreak areas to limit (and, ideally, prevent) 
interactions between captive and wild herds.

4. Conduct annual inspections of both the herd and the facilities and to 
maintain accurate and up-to-date records thereof.

5.  Work with the state wildlife agencies to advance the science related to 
CWD and to foster a better understanding of the spread of this disease.

6. Oversight of the program will be provided by the ATA and an oversight 
advisory group, including representatives from the state wildlife agencies 
and, where available, state veterinary services.

Participants of the program and their products meeting the above 
guidelines will be able to use the following symbol. 

To learn more the importance of this program and why we participate 
please visit www.archerytrade.org/deerprotection.
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Buck Baits Doe in Heat “ESTRUS MAX™ 
Certified Peak Estrogen” A new first for the 
hunting scent collection industry, and using a patent 
pending collection technique, Estrus Max™ doe urine 
is formulated using whitetail herds, leading whitetail 
reproductive veterinarians, and an independent 
laboratory.

The techniques and synchronization protocols 
stimulates does into their PEAK HEAT estrous cycle.  
Once a does has achieved peak heat, urine batches 
are sampled and certify for their peak estrogen levels.  
Once reached we bottle fresh Estrus Max™.

Through this process we can ensure peak estrogen urine collected every 
day so we can package and ship fresh to retailers at any time throughout 
the year.

What is the difference between estrus urine currently on the market and 
estrogen certified urine?

Regular estrus urine (doe urine currently on the market) is collected pre, 
peak and post rut.   A doe cycles (is in peak heat for 24 hours) every 21 
days and you mix that together for your regular estrus sold.

Estrus Max™ is a true estrus product collected only when does are in 
peak heat.

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

Estrus MaxTM

$24.95

4 oz (118ml)

12

8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662504

BBDU4EM

Featured Product
 #1 Best Selling Lab Certified Doe in Heat Urine
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Buck Baits “Doe Urine” is 100% 
pure doe urine that can be used 
throughout the hunting season.  It 
will draw in bucks that are looking 
for that “ONE” doe that might be 
coming into heat. 

Buck Baits “Doe In 
Heat” deer urine is one of 
our most sought after and 
effective 100% pure doe 
estrus urine on the market.  
“Doe in Heat” urine will get 
the attention of the big bucks 
in your hunting area and 
brings them within shooting 
range. 

throughout the hunting season.  It 
will draw in bucks that are looking 

Doe Urine Doe In Heat

$14.95 $14.95

4 oz (118ml) 4 oz (118ml)

12 12

8” x 3.5” x 2” 8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662047 685239662009

BBDU4DU BBDU4DIH

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 8
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Buck Baits “Buck Urine”has many uses.  
It is known as a curiosity lure especially for 
dominate bucks causing  them to check out 
the new intruder in their area.

          Buck Baits “Buck Urine With 
Tarsal” is excellent intruder lure for 
dominate bucks.  It best used when 
making your own mock scraps.

Buck Baits “Deer Musk
Scrape Enhancer” is a 
propriety blend of deer 
glands, secretions, and 
“Buck Urine” for a true all-
purpose attractant.  Although 
formulated as a scrape 
enhancer, it is shown
effectively as well a lure.  This 
product is something different 
than most other deer lures and 
attractants.

 
Buck Urine

Buck With 
Tarsal

Deer Musk 
Scrape Enhancer

$14.95 $15.95 $14.95

4 oz (118ml) 4 oz (118ml) 4 oz (118ml)

12 12 12

8” x 3.5” x 2” 8” x 3.5” x 2” 8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662085 685239662122 685239662160

BBDU4BU BBDU4BWT BBDU4DMSE

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

the new intruder in their area.

          Buck Baits “Buck Urine With 

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 10
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Buck With Tarsal / 
Doe in Heat 2PK

$29.95

4 oz (118ml)

12

8.25” x 4.75” x 2”

685239662221

BBDU4DIHBUWT

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

Deer Musk Scrape / 
Doe in Heat 2PK

$29.95

4 oz (118ml)

12

8.25” x 4.75” x 2”

685239662269

BBDU4DIHDMSE

Value Packs

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 12
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Buck Baits “Dominate 
Bear” urine is highly 
effective tool when baiting, 
stalking, and calling bears. 
Bears are very scent 
cautious especially curious 
of other bears in their areas. 

Buck Baits “Sow Bear In
Heat” urine is effective 
and can be used in the 
spring for drawing in boar 
black bears looking to mate.  
Bears are very scent 
cautious especially curious 
of other bears in their 
areas. 

Dominate Bear Sow Bear

$14.95 $15.95

4 oz (118ml) 4 oz (118ml)

12 12

8” x 3.5” x 2” 8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662511 685239662306

BBBU4DB BBBU4SBIH

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 14
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Buck Baits “Dominate Boar” 
urine is used as an attractant.

Used by hunters, trappers, 
photographers, and dog trainers.   
Boars like to defend breeding rights 
and their hunting areas especially 
when being challenged for their 
food and their sows.

Dominate Boar

$8.95

4 oz (118ml)

12

8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662573

BBWBU4DB

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 16
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Buck Baits “Bobcat” urine is an 
attractant and deterrent.   

Highly effective Bobcat attractant,  
an effective curiosity scent, and 
home owners purchase to use as 
natural pest deterrent repellent for 
mice, moles, voles, chipmunks, etc.

Homeowners use as a pest 
deterrent.

Bobcat

$8.95

4 oz (118ml)

12

8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662894

BBBCU4BC

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 18
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Buck Baits “Coyote”
urine is highly effective tool when 
baiting, stalking, and calling coyotes. 
Coyotes are very scent cautious 
especially curious of other coyotes 
in their areas.

Homeowners purchase as pest 
deterrent.

Coyote

$8.95

4 oz (118ml)

12

8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662405

BBCU4CU

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 20
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Buck Baits ‘Dominate 
Bull” elk urine is irresistible to 
other dominate bulls checking out 
the intruder in their area.  Be 
prepared as it will enrage a 
dominate bull elk who will be ready 
for a fight.

Buck Baits “Cow 
Estrus” elk urine drives  

 mature big trophy bull   
 elks crazy.  This attractant  
 consists of pure elk urine  
 taken from receptive cows.

Dominate Bull Cow Estrus

$18.95 $19.95

4 oz (118ml) 4 oz (118ml)

12 12

8” x 3.5” x 2” 8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662429 685239662412

BBEU4DB BBEU4CE

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

taken from receptive cows.

the intruder in their area.  Be 

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 22
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Buck Baits “Red Fox” urine 
is an attractant, cover scent, and 
deterrent.   

Attract a red fox during hunting, 
but also be alert and aware that 
due to its effectiveness you may 
also attract other predators such as 
coyote, wolfs, and even dogs.  Fox 
urine also makes an excellent cover 
scent for hunting deer, moose, and 
all predators.

Red Fox

$8.95

4 oz (118ml)

12

8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662436

BBFU4RF

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 24
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Buck Baits “Racoon” urine is an 
attractant and cover scent.  

Made from 100% raccoon urine, 
Buck Baits Raccoon Urine as an 
attractant but also provides a 
natural cover scent.  This is also an 
ideal cover scent especially for tree 
stand hunters.

Racoon

$8.95

4 oz (118ml)

12

8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662900

BBRU4RU

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 26
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Buck Baits Synthetic 
“Doe Urine” urine scent 
lure is perfectly replicated 
formula with effective results 
when natural urine is not an 
option.  Used as a calming 
scent and effective all season. 

Buck Baits Synthetic 
“Doe In Heat ” urine 
scent lure is a perfectly 
replicated formula that will 
get the attention of the big 
bucks in your area and bring 
them into your desired 
shooting range.

Doe Synthetic Doe in Heat Synthetic

$14.95 $14.95

4 oz (118ml) 4 oz (118ml)

12 12

8” x 3.5” x 2” 8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662610 685239662603

BBSDU4DU BBSDU4DIH

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 28
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Buck Baits Synthetic
“Buck Urine” urine scent lure 
is a perfectly replicated formula.  
It is known as a curiosity scent 
and especially for dominate bucks 
causing them to check out the 
new intruder in their area.

Buck Baits Synthetic
“Buck With Tarsal” urine 
scent lure is a perfectly 
replicated formula used to 
lure big dominate bucks.   
Also used to create scent 
trails or mock scrapes.  

Buck Synthetic
Buck with Tarsal 

Synthetic

$14.95 $15.95

4 oz (118ml) 4 oz (118ml)

12 12

8” x 3.5” x 2” 8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662627 685239662634

BBSDU4BU BBSDU4BWT

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 30
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Acorn Apple Sweet Corn

$8.95 $8.95 $8.95

4 oz (118ml) 4 oz (118ml) 4 oz (118ml)

12 12 12

8” x 3.5” x 2” 8” x 3.5” x 2” 8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662375 685239662344 685239662368

BBCS4ACORN BBCS4APPLE BBCS4CORN

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

Buck Baits “Acorn” is highly effective food cover 
scent for blending in with bait piles and hunting near 
oak trees.  Use “Acorn” cover scent to mask your 
human odor when walking into your blind or stand 
allowing you to blend in with oak trees. 

Buck Baits “Apple” cover scent is highly effective 
food cover scent for blending in with apples 
orchards or bait piles that use apple.  Use “Apple” 
cover scent to mask your human odor when 
walking into your stand, blind, near your bait pile, or 
apple orchard.

Buck Baits “Sweet Corn” cover scent is highly 
effective food cover scent for blending in with corn 
fields and bait piles.  Use “Sweet Corn” over scent 
to mask your human odor when walking into your 
stand, sitting in your blind as well as allowing you to 
mask and blend in with existing environments.

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 32
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Pine Earth

$8.95 $8.95

4 oz (118ml) 4 oz (118ml)

12 12

8” x 3.5” x 2” 8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662399 685239662382

BBCS4PINE BBCS4EARTH

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

Buck Baits “Pine” cover scent is highly effective 
masking cover scent for blending in with scrapes 
and active bait sites.  Use “Pine” cover scent to 
mask your human odor when walking into your 
stand, sitting in your blind, as well as allowing 
you to mask and blend in with the existing 
environment.

Buck Baits “Earth” cover scent is highly 
effective masking cover scent for blending in with 
scrapes and active bait sites. Use “Earth” cover 
scent to mask your human odor when walking into 
your stand, sitting in your blind as well allowing 
you to blend and masking in with the existing 
environments.

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 34
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Buck Baits “Scent 
AnchorTM Wick/Drag” is 
designed with four different 
application areas as well a 
high air dispersion area for 
delivery.  Made from durable 
synthetic felt designed not 
to alter or change the smell 
of cover scents or lures. 

Tired of hanging four 
independent wicks on a tree because you want to 
use different scent lures?  Inspired by an Anchor; 
Buck Baits Scent Anchor™ wick offers four arms 
to apply scent and anchor it to the intended 
area.  It also is designed to fit inside scent liquid 
bottles or if you wish spray your scent directly to 
wick.  Tie a rope to all of them and use as a drag.  
You also can use it for path markers or target 
practice. 

$5.95

.10 lbs

6

12

8.25” x 4.75” x 2”

685239662528

BBSAW6PK

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Quantity/Pack

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 36
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Buck Baits “Scent Breaker™” Odor 
Eliminator Earth Scent  and Unscented 
Sprays fights and neutralizes odor causing 
bacteria.  All natural - safe on skin, won’t stain, or 
fade clothing.

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 38

Unscented Spray Unscented Refill

$7.95 $6.95

16 oz (473ml) 16 oz (473ml)

12 12

9.5” x  2.44” x 2.44 8.15” x  2.44”  x 2.44”

685239662931 685239662955

BBSB16U BBSB16UR

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#

Earth Spray Earth Refill

$7.95 $6.95

16 oz (473ml) 16 oz (473ml)

12 12

9.5” x  2.44” x 2.44 8.15” x  2.44”  x 2.44”

685239662917 685239662924

BBSB16E BBSB16ER

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#
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Buck Baits “Wind RevealTM” is a first in the 
hunting industry.  Serving as a wind directional 
indicator, the transparent bottle has a flip up top 
and packaging designed to see how much powder 
is left.

Buck Baits Wind Reveal™ is natural 
environmentally friendly product that was 
specially developed to also fight odors.  Wind 
Reveal™ is non-toxic, safe, natural, odorless, non-
flammable and non-caustic.  It does not contain 
VOCs, harmful or ozone depleting chemicals and 
is especially beneficial for those suffering from 
allergies and chemical sensitivity. 

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 40

Wind Reveal Wind Reveal 2PK

$4.95 $8.95

2 oz (59ml) 2 - 2oz (59ml)

12 12

4.5” x 3”x 1.5” 5” X 2.5” x 2”

685239662894 685239662900

BBWR2 BBWR22PK

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#
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Buck Baits Bow Stay™ Bow Holder product allows you to 
have you bow ready sitting or standing as well making your shot 
with a rested hand.  Buck Baits Bow Stay™ Bow Support can 
also be converted to a bow carrier for hands-free walking, hiking, 
etc.

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 42

Bow Stay

$29.95

.25 lbs

12

7” x 4” x 2”

685239662993

BBA1BS

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#
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Buck Baits Crossbow Carry™ Sling Riser Mount allows 
you to carry your cross bow and moves the weight of the 
crossbow from the arms to the shoulder.  Stiffened portion of 
sling keeps it out of string path of your arrow and out of the way 
for cocking.  Comes complete with riser mounting pin and sling 
swivel for crossbow stock.

Buck Baits Crossbow Carry™ Sling Stirrup Mount 
automatically stays out of the way to shoot-on or off your 
shoulder.  Stiffened portion of sling keeps it out of string path of 
your arrow and out of the way for cocking.   Also converts to on 
the back carrying and has a widened section for extra shoulder 
comfort.  Comes complete with riser mounting pin and sling 
swivel for crossbow stock.

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 44

Riser Mount Stirrup Mount

$39.95 $39.95

.50 lbs .50 lbs

12 12

2" x 3.3" x 23.5" 2” x 3.3” x 23.5”

685239662979 685239662986

BBA1CBCRM BBA1CBCSM

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#
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*Images shown are examples of the craftsmanship of our products.  Each piece 
has their own unique patterns and colors.  No two are alike.  Size and design will 
be the same as seen with unique coloring and variations within the exotic woods 
selected for manufacturing.  Made in USA.



Exotic Wooden Duck Call
Pull ducks right into your spread.  Buck Bait “Wooden Duck” 
game call are very simple to operate. Simply say a word such as 
“quack” or “ten” or find a word that works for you.  Activate 
your voice while using this call and saying your word to achieve 
that deep raspy sound.  Made from exotic wood, each piece is 
finished, and polished to perfection.    

Exotic Wooden Goose Call
Pull geese right into your spread.  Buck Bait “Wooden Canadian 
Goose” game call is “short reed” call which means they 
require very little air and are simple to operate.  Made from 
exotic wood, each piece is finished and polished to perfection.    
Produce the squeaky, raspy, high-pitched sounds of a young hen.  
Ideal for late season calling, timber, or imitating young mallard 
hens.  

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 46

Duck Goose

$29.95 $29.95

.20 lbs .20 lbs

12 12

8” x 3.5” x 2” 8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662566 685239662597

BBGC1WDC BBGC1WGC

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#
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*Images shown are examples of the craftsmanship of our products.  Each piece 
has their own unique patterns and colors.  No two are alike.  Size and design will 
be the same as seen with unique coloring and variations within the exotic woods 
selected for manufacturing.  Made in USA.



Exotic Wooden Doe Bleat Deer Call
Buck Baits Exotic Wooden Doe Bleat Game Call  is a metallic 
tone bleat call with weighted mylar reed tuned specifically for 
white tail (Odocoileus virginianus) doe.

Exotic Wooden Buck Grunt Call
Buck Baits Exotic Wooden Buck Grunt Game Call is a metallic 
tone board grunt call with weighted mylar reed tuned specifically 
for white tail (Odocoileus virginianus) buck.

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 48

Doe Buck

$24.95 $24.95

.20 lbs .20 lbs

12 12

8” x 3.5” x 2” 8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662559 685239662887

BBGC1WDB BBGC1WDG

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#
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*Images shown are examples of the craftsmanship of our products.  Each piece 
has their own unique patterns and colors.  No two are alike.  Size and design will 
be the same as seen with unique coloring and variations within the exotic woods 
selected for manufacturing.  Made in USA.



Exotic Wooden Distress Cottontail Rabbit Call
Used as a predator call.  Convincingly mimics the pleading 
distress cries of a cottontail rabbit.

Use this call anywhere to successfully attract predators including 
coyotes, bobcats and foxes.  Ergonomic and easy to use, 
producing excellent volume.

Buck Baits Predator Distress Cottontail Rabbit Call is capable 
of producing realistic ear-ringing sound with little effort while 
having enough control to work predators in tight!  This call is 
made from high quality exotic woods  and each one has it own 
unique characteristic.

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788 50

Rabbit

$29.95

.20 lbs

12

8” x 3.5” x 2”

685239662580

BBGC1WRC

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#
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Realtree Xtra® Green Camo Logo Cap

•  Medium profile six panel structured cap
•  Realtree Xtra® Green camouflage twill
•  Fabric strap with two piece velcro
•  One size fits all adults.

Blaze/Realtree AP™ Orange Camo Logo 
Cap

•  Medium profile six panel structured cap
•  Blaze/Realtree AP™
•  Fabric strap with two piece velcro
•  Piping & visor accent camo
•  One size fits all adults.

WWW.BUCKBAITS.COM | 888-568-2788

Realtree Xtra® Green Blaze/Realtree AP™

$14.95 $15.95

.5 lbs .5 lbs 

12 12

12” x 6” x 4” 12” x 6” x 4”

685239662566 685239662597

685239662542 685239662535

MSRP (USD)

Weight

Units/Case

Package Size

UPC

Item#
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Shipping

We ship Truck, LTL, UPS Ground, Priority Mail, and Parcel 
Post. Orders will be processed within one business day of 
when it is receive.

Please make sure to include a mailing address with all orders.  
This will insure the order gets received.  When calling in 
orders, please have a credit card ready.  If you have any 
questions regarding a product, please email us at customer 
service@buckbaits.com.    

Payments

- Prepayment prior to shipping
- We accept American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Dinner   
  Card, Discover
- Check or money order made payable to: Buck Baits, LLC   
  Product shipped once cleared
- Sorry no COD’s
- Michigan retail customers must include 6.5% sale tax.

Dealer Customers Welcomed

- Must send proof of company registration/tax status
- Prepayment expected for new account.  On rare exceptions, 
  credit (Open Accounts) with business approval established 
  for Wholesale customers only
- No minimum orders
- Specials Offered
- $6.00 pallet charge per pallet order

Price sheet available upon request.
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13335 15 Mile Road, Suite 255
Sterling Heights, MI 48312
Phone: 888-568-2788
Fax: 586-275-2295
Sales@BuckBaits.com
www.BuckBaits.com

Manufactured exclusively for

BUCK BAITSTM




